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Stuart Horodner
In 2019, you did a series of crowd paintings of exuberant sports and music fans jammed together. Massive Touch Network, in particular, reminded me of the countless masked celebrants in James
like

and

, for example.

Amber Boardman
I think a lot about the number of decisions we make in a day. These tiny decisions—many of them screen-based—gradually deplete us as our behaviours are continually nudged by algorithms.
SH:
she argues that we live in a universe of constant connection but no real conversation.
AB:
away in neat containers. But I also rebel against too much structure and want to break out of it. You can see evidence of this in the grid-based works

and

.

SH:

AB:
The differences between my working materials are stark. I spend a lot of time on my computer (clean grids and right angles), and I work with paint (oily, smelly, and unruly). But all of us are
simultaneously dealing with neat and tidy binary code, and the messy human elements of people, bodies, and personalities.
SH:

AB:
information moving out into the room. In
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SH:

AB:
An invisible system running things in the background is what I was thinking about in

. This work concerns decisions around plans for a city, its underworkings and the structures that

dwellers on their morning commutes. My imagined interpretation of their screen-based mental states ripples out into the space around them.
SH:

AB:
Absolutely. In addition to the macro concept of decision fatigue in everyday life, these works are also about the process of painting and the thousands of tiny decisions I have to make as an artist.
is a record of this part of my process, in which remaining bits of paint are

--
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